Pain in osteoarthritis. Implications for optimal management.
Pain is an ubiquitous symptom in osteoarticular diseases, occurring much more commonly than stiffness or disability. OA of the knee, hand, or hip affects around 20% of adults in various populations and is dramatically increasing in many countries, mostly related to age and obesity, leading to an increased number of people having OA pain, and creating a huge burden related to disability and health care costs. OA-related pain, has been classically considered to be a nociceptive pain condition. Clinicians have considered pain to be an alarm signal, correlated to the intensity of joint degradation. In OA, most authors have focused their studies on joint architecture and local degradation, considering pain as only a symptom, a consequence of joint damage. However, OA-related pain is a specific disease, with a complex pathophysiology, including neuropathic peripheral and central abnormalities, together with local inflammation involving all joint structures. Clinical findings emphasize that it is not a stable and linear condition, that pain experience is independent of structural modifications, and that the quality of pain in OA is important to consider, aside from its intensity. OA-related pain is modulated by many factors, including the individual patient's psychological and genetic factors, as well as the theoretical role of meteorological influences. Recent neuroimaging findings have improved our knowledge about central mechanisms of OA pain, especially in persistent cases.